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Featured Collections:



In addition to coordinated, 
high-quality furnishings, they 
knew they needed a first-class 
flooring, which is why they 
chose a floor covering from our 
Amtico Signature collection.

350sqm were covered with 
Chateau Oak from the  
premium Signature collection 
in XL size planks. Bigger, bolder 
details sit proud amongst the 
rich, smoky tones of Chateau 
Oak, exuding strength and 
sophistication.

Signature also has a 1mm thick 
wear layer, which makes it 
extremely wear-resistant and 
therefore perfect for high- 
traffic areas.

Due to the type of chemicals 
used in hair salons, Amtico 
provides the Signature flooring 
without a PUR coating.

This helps maintain it’s  
appearance for longer, as  
non - PUR coated surfaces  
are less sensitive to hair dyes,  
making them easier to  
look after.

Location: Berlin, Germany 
Sector: Retail
Collection: Signature
Products & Laying Patterns: 
AR0W7980 -  Chateau Oak Stripwood

Udo Walz

In hairdressing, besides a professional 
service, a pleasant atmosphere is  
essential for customers and employees 
to be happy. Top German stylist Udo 
Walz’s new Berlin salon, radiates a  
modern, unmistakable look full of  
charm and sophistication.  

Chateau Oak



20YR COMMERCIAL 
WARRANTY

 

YEAR

Amtico Signature is our flagship 
collection. The 163 products across 
the Wood, Stone and Abstract 
palettes have a total thickness  
of 2.5mm and a robust wear layer  
of 1.0mm.

This sophisticated collection combines 
original palettes, distinctive patterns 
and stunning details. The design-led, 
high-performance LVT products have a 
total thickness of 2.5mm and a 1mm wear 
layer. Signature products also carry a  
20-year warranty.

This makes the flooring particularly  
hard-wearing and therefore perfect  
for high-traffic areas.

Our Premium collection makes it possible 
to fulfil the most demanding projects, 
both functionally and aesthetically.

Udo Walz
Featured Products:

Chateau Oak 
AR0W7980
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“We made a great choice in Amtico, not just 
because the advice from the experts there was 
outstanding, but also because our employees, are 
happy all-round with the quality and the look of 
the floor. The flooring was an excellent choice; it’s 
very easy to clean and doesn’t leave behind any 
annoying traces of hair dye or other residue. Thank 
you so much for the super service, Amtico!”

Udo Walz
Starfriseur


